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Abstract: Multimodal Biometric framework is a combination of more than one biometric innovation. In the vast majority of 

security frameworks has true uses a single biometric system for confirmation that is just a single  fingerprint , palm print, face, voice 

or iris which is known as unimodal biometrics framework. A portion of the limitations of unimodal biometrics are improve by 

mixing data from different biometrics frameworks for extraordinary individual feature. This paper introduces a multimodal 

framework that joins the highlights of fingerprint and face to defeat a few downsides of unimodal biometrics. In this propound 

framework, Pre-processing is a fundamental piece of image pre-processing in which it highlights the execution of critical-advance 

technique. In this system series of pre-processing techniques are applied on captured image for the extracting unique features from 

face and fingerprint. We propose strategy which has better execution as compared with uni-modal methodologies utilizing 

separately with a face or a palm print. The error rate is decreased by utilizing a multimodal biometric framework. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Biometrics is the wide term which is characterized as an arrangement of an individual physiological or social characteristics, is 

starting to get access as a appropriate strategy for deciding a people identity. In real world applications most biometric frameworks 

are unimodal, for example gather attributes from single sensor for verification. These frameworks need to battle with an assortment 

of issues, for example,  

(a) Noisy information: An information may change due to loud information. Loud information is generated because of defect in 

sensors.  

(b)Within-class varieties: These  happens because of the change in the qualities of sensors or the client who is mistakenly interact  

with sensors.  

(c) Between-class similitudes: In a biometric framework including countless users, there might be between class similitudes. A 

fingerprint framework, for instance, may separate wrong details highlights from  the fingerprints of specific people, due to the low 

quality of the edges.  

A portion of the disadvantage happened in unimodal biometric frameworks can be diminished by including different wellsprings of 

data for building up singular personality. Such frameworks, known as multimodal biometric frameworks, which are expected to be 

progressively proficient because of the nearness of numerous sources. They address the issue of non-all inclusiveness, since 

different characteristics guarantee adequate populace inclusion. Likewise they can encourage a test reaction kind of System by 

asking for the client to exhibit an arbitrary subset of biometric qualities there by guaranteeing that a live client is available at the 

purpose of information securing. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In paper[1] it proposed that  the different standardization and combination rule is connected at the coordinating score level method. 

An expansive scale dataset is broken down to approve the proposed method, utilizing the face ORL database and CASIA-V3-

Interim database. The exploratory outcomes demonstrated high acknowledgment rate for this proposed multimodal biometric ID 

framework.  

 

In paper[2] it proposed a multimodal biometrics framework that consolidates face and fingerprint confirmation modules. The 

propound face confirmation module consolidates Gabor Wavelet surface method highlights what's more, face edge highlights. With 

respect to the fingerprint module, a straightforward calculation is connected for extracting features for each unique finger 

impression. The propound framework can be utilized adequately for individual recognizable proof at different applications.  

 

In paper[3], it depicts, monomodal biometric frameworks issues. Answer for these issues can be found by utilizing multimodal 

biometric frameworks that unite proof from scores of different biometric frameworks. In which they have connected the execution 

of a score level combination for multimodal biometric framework against various monomodal biometric framework and a bimodal 

biometric framework dependent on highlight level combination of similar modalities.  

 

In paper[4], it proposed the  multifaceted nature of computation created by the PCA, empowered the analysts to consider 

incorporating a stag which could diminish the processing time to touch base to a genuine framework. Answers for location this is to 

utilize the vector of coefficient DCT of the picture as opposed to utilizing the vector of picture itself.  
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In paper[5], it states that PCA is in view of measurable methodology utilized for highlight decrease in face acknowledgment. In 

PCA, each picture in the preparation set is called as a weighted eigenvectors which is called eigen faces. These eigenvectors are 

acquired from a preparation picture set. The loads are relegated in the wake of picking a lot of most significant Eigenfaces. 

Acknowledgment is performed dependent on projection of test picture onto the subspace prepared pictures by the eigenfaces and 

after that order is finished by estimating least Euclidean separation.  

 

The paper[6],states that Multi-modal biometrics can be implemented  through a fusion of two or more images, where the subsequent 

fused image will be more protected. The research is enhance to the various fusion techniques, architecture of multi-modal biometric 

authentication and working of biometric fusion i.e. Iris and Fingerprint recognition that are used in multi-modal biometrics. 

 

In paper[7],it addresses the one of the challenges of face recognition using DCT and any other algorithm is poor illumination of the 

acquired images. In this paper, anisotropic diffusion illumination normalization technique (AS) and DCT were used for recognition. 

 

The paper[8],it proposed that system can have portrayal about different layouts that are practicable in multi display biometric 

framework , the dimension of combination that are conceivable what's more, the mix key that can be received to combine data. 

Combination techniques incorporate handling biometric modalities successive untilan worthy coordinate is acquired. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODULE 

 

Project Idea  

 Existing unimodal system for security has some weaknesses such as : 

 Time consuming 

 Less effective 

 Less security 

 Doesn’t support multimodal biometric system 

 

 To overcome this drawback we proposed following multimodal system : 

 To apply the face detection and fingerprint recognition systems in real time security systems, the person with 

correct status of face recognition and Fingerprint will be authorized to access the system. 

 Multimodal biometric recognition based on the fusion of the face, fingerprint. 

  An excellent recognition rate and provide higher security than an unimodal biometric based system. 

 

 

Following are the list of modules which we are going to implement in our proposed system: 

1. Fingerprint module 

2. Face detection  module 

3. Combination module 

4.Permissionmodule. 

 

1. Fingerprint module  

The biometrics of the user is captured and is stored in a memory along with the user’ Enrolment. The objective of the 

enrolment module is to register the user using his/her enrolment and fingerprints and facial data into a memory after 

feature extraction. Here fusion of these two characters is done before storing in memory. At the time of authentication, 

the user biometrics of the is captured, and then they are fused together and are compared with all those that already 

exist in the memory to determine a match. If a match is found, then authentication is 

marked against the user’s enrolment. The system not only focuses on the authentication of the users but also assures the 

privacy of its data. 

 

2.Face detection module   

 In face detection module the face of the user is captured by the camera. The face is captured by three angle i.e left side, right side, 

center. The captured face is stored into the stored database. At the time of authentication , the  featured of the face is checked .if the 

feature is matched with the database ,then it states that the user is authorized. And gives the access of the system. If the user is 

unauthorized then it will gives the alert that the user is unauthorized. 

 

3. Combination module  

In combination model, the users fingerprint and face should be checked. If fingerprint and face should be matched with the database, 

user gets authority to enter in the system. If the user is unauthorized then he/she will not get the access of the system. 
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4. Permission module  

 In permission module, when user gets permission to enter in the system, user gets all authority to access all devices. User gets all 

permission and authentication in system. The person with correct status of face recognition and Fingerprint will be authorized to 

access the system.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Joining multimodal information is very promising pattern, both in investigations and in genuine biometric verification applications. 

The system can address the boundaries of unimodal System. This system can handle the large datasets with different variations in 

datasets. More security is provided by using this system.it creates the multiple difficulties for attacker if he tries to hack the user 

data. 
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